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global warming to “well below”
2 degrees Celsius (3.6 degrees
Fahrenheit) over pre-industrial
temperatures – and to “pursue
efforts” to push for a stricter
limit of 1.5°C.4

Recognizing this threat, in 2015
the nations of the world signed
a historic pact in Paris (“Paris
Agreement”), pledging to keep

We have already experienced
an average global temperature
increase of 1°C (1.8°F) above
the pre-industrial period.5 This
increase, which has occurred
in the past 200 years, signals
“a departure from the mild
climate of the last 10,000 years
in which agriculture and human
civilizations have developed and
thrived.”6

s members of
the larger Earth
community, we are
contributing to an
overall warming of the planet
that is already endangering
inhabitants of Pacific island
nations,1 West Africa,2 China,3
and elsewhere, and threatening
long-term harm to billions
of other people, plant and
animal species, and ecosystems
throughout the planet.

Present day

}

Last 10,000
years
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In the scientific community, the
debate about the cause of this
global warming is over. Studies
by climate experts indicate
a 97 percent consensus that
human activity is its cause,8
largely due to the burning of
fossil fuels, which increases
the level of carbon dioxide and
other greenhouse gases in our
atmosphere. These gases trap
more of the sun’s heat in our
atmosphere, intensifying the
greenhouse effect, resulting in
increasing land, water, and air
temperatures.
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temperatures. Studies of Earth’s
average global temperatures in
the past, however, show that a
variation of just 5°C to 8°C (9°F
to 14°F) colder or warmer can
mean the difference between
living in an ice age or a time
when crocodiles and palm trees
are found above the Arctic
Circle.9

A 1°C change in average
global temperature may
seem insignificant, given our
experience of much larger daily
and annual fluctuations in local
3

The Paris Agreement builds
on more than two decades of
international talks, which were
sparked by alarms sounded by
the scientific community about
the potentially catastrophic
effects of global warming.10
Ratified by 136 signatories
– including China and the
United States, which are jointly
responsible for 40 percent of the
world’s carbon emissions – the
agreement went into effect in
November 2016.11

came in response to the cries
of concerned people from
around the world and the
urgings of the most vulnerable
nations, who spoke about the
“severe implications” of the
2°C target for their countries.12
At a summit in Fiji of Pacific
Island nations, held one month
before the Paris talks, Fiji Prime
Minister Frank Bainimarama
said, “We in the Pacific are
innocent bystanders in the
greatest act of folly of any age.
Unless the world acts decisively
in the coming weeks to begin
addressing the greatest challenge
of our age, then the Pacific, as we
know it, is doomed.”13

The agreement’s “two-headed
goal” – to keep warming well
below 2°C while pursuing no
more than a 1.5°C increase –
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In commemorating the signing
of the agreement, then-UN
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon
praised the civil community for
mobilizing hundreds of millions
of people to support effective
action but warned, “We are still
in a race against time. We need
to transition to a low-emissions
and climate-resilient future.”15

Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon during the UN
Climate Change Conference held in December
2015 in Paris. UN photo by Mark Garten

What Difference Does Half a Degree Make?
More recent research has
supported Hansen’s concern
that aiming for a 2°C threshold
is dangerous. An article in
the June 2016 issue of Yale
Environment 360 explained the
difference between a 2°C rise in
temperature compared to a rise
of 1.5°C this way:

For some time, 2°C has been
the figure cited in climate
discourse as the red line in
global warming that the world’s
nations must not cross. It
gained traction in the 1990s as
scientific research supported
“the notion that 2°C was a
dangerous threshold” to cross.16

By some estimates, curbing
warming at 1.5 degrees
could be sufficient to prevent
the formation of an ice-free
Arctic in summer, to save
the Amazon rainforest, and
to prevent the Siberian
tundra from melting and
releasing planet-warming
methane from its frozen
depths. It could also save
many coastal regions and
islands from permanent
inundation by rising sea

In 2011, former head of the
NASA Goddard Institute of
Space Studies, Dr. James E.
Hansen, wrote an article arguing
that the paleoclimate record
– the record of Earth’s ancient
climate – shows that aiming
for 2°C is a “prescription for
disaster.”17 The article noted that
“in the early Pliocene, global
temperature was no more than
1-2°C warmer than today, yet
sea level was 15-25 meters (5080 feet) higher.”
5

levels, particularly in the
longer run.18
The article cited a study released
in April 2016 by a team of
European researchers that
“found significant differences for
all the impacts we considered,”
including water availability,
coral reef degradation, sea-level
rise, crop yields, and extreme
weather events, among others.19
The lead author of that study,
Carl-Friedrich Schleussner, a
scientific adviser at Climate
Analytics in Germany, put it
this way to a CBS News reporter:
“A 2-degree world is simply a
place you don’t want to live in.”20

It takes 100 years for carbon dioxide to dissipate
from the atmosphere.

stakes are too high – and time is
running out.
Because of the characteristic
delay in the planet’s response to
accumulating greenhouse gases
in the atmosphere, the impact
of the greenhouse gas emissions
we are generating now will be
felt in years to come – and for
years to come. That’s because
the carbon dioxide we emit now
will be in the atmosphere for
more than the entire lifetime
of children born today. It takes
100 years for carbon dioxide to
dissipate from the atmosphere.

As a follow-up to the 2015 Paris
Agreement’s “two-headed goal,”
the UN Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) is expected to release
a report in 2018 showing the
differences. But “the enormous
damage all over the planet
caused by the warming that has
already occurred, from dying
forests to collapsing sea ice to
savage heat waves to torrential
rains,”21 has galvanized
hundreds of millions to insist
on action now to limit warming
to no more than 1.5°C. The

As a result, even if we were to
stop all carbon emissions right
now, the planet will continue
6

Thawing permafrost caused significant damage to the Dalton Highway in the North Slope of Alaska in
June 2015. Flickr 22

irreversible changes.”25 The
climate warming thresholds for
triggering these “abrupt and
irreversible changes” are known
as “tipping points.”

warming to some degree due
to this systemic “inertia.”23
The impact of our action – or
inaction – today won’t be known
for years, and “some [impacts]
could be irreversible if climate
change is not limited in both rate
and magnitude before associated
thresholds, whose positions may
be poorly known, are crossed,”
according to the IPCC.24

An example is the Arctic
permafrost. When global
warming reaches the point
of being able to melt the
permafrost, it will trigger the
release of more than 1 trillion
tons of carbon and tons of
methane now frozen in the
soils.26 That uncontrollable
release will accelerate
global warming, triggering
other tipping points – and
catastrophic climate change.

That carefully worded
statement by the International
Panel on Climate Change
speaks to concerns that with
“increasing warming, some
physical systems or ecosystems
may be at risk of abrupt and
7

The Next Four Years Are Critical
Although climatologists are
beginning to warn that a 2°C
rise in global temperatures
may be a dangerous tipping
point, time is fast running out
to keep global temperatures
from crossing the safer 1.5°C
threshold.

estimates of “how much CO2 we
can emit and still keep global
average temperature rise to no
more than 1.5°C, 2°C or 3°C
above pre-industrial levels.”28
These emission estimates are
known as “carbon budgets.”29
As climate activist and
environmental science professor
Bill McKibben wrote on Earth
Day 2017, if we continue to
burn coal, gas, and oil at current
rates, “we could put enough
carbon in the atmosphere in the
next four years to eventually
push us past that temperature
limit.”30

According to an analysis of
IPCC data by Carbon Brief,
we have a four-year window to
use what’s left of the “carbon
budget” and still have “a good
chance of keeping global
temperature rise to 1.5°C.” 27
The analysis is based on IPCC

Used with permission from Carbon Brief (see link at footnote 26)
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McKibben further wrote: “The
planet’s hope, coming out of
those Paris talks, was that we’d
see such growth in renewable
energy that we’d begin to close
the gap between what physics
demands and what our political
systems have so far allowed in
terms of action.”

Solar energy capacity increased by 3,500 percent
between 2006 and 2015, according to a report.

Political systems are still lagging.
Pledges made by governments
to achieve the Paris Agreement
will lead to warming of 2.8°C or
more. And current government
policies “still lead to a warming
of 3.6°C, now even further from
the globally agreed warming
limit of 1.5°C.”31

committing to adhere to the
Agreement.34 These efforts,
along with other bold steps
the world already has taken
toward building a renewablesbased economy, give reason for
hope.
“Between 2006 and 2015
installed wind power capacity
increased by 600 percent, and
solar energy capacity increased
by 3,500 percent. By 2030,
solar (panels are) projected to
become the cheapest energy
generation source in most
countries.”35

On June 1, 2017, President
Donald Trump announced
that the United States
would withdraw from the
Paris Agreement and cease
implementing its commitments.32
As The New York Times noted,
“the departure of the Earth’s
second-largest polluter is a major Climate Action Tracker
blow.”33
identifies 10 steps that,
according to Professor Niklas
Since the announcement,
Höhne of NewClimate
however, a “We Are Still In”
Institute, “would put the world
initiative was launched with
on a pathway to limit global
more than 1,000 mayors,
temperature increase to
businesses, investors, and
1.5°C. For all of them, we show
signs that a transition of this
academic institutions
9

magnitude is possible: in
many cases it’s already
happening.”36

plants, to sell the last fossil fuel
car before 2035, to develop
agreements for aviation and
shipping that are compatible
with a 1.5°C vision, and to
construct all new buildings
fossil-free and near zero energy
by 2020.

The first and most important
step involves the electricity
sector, which makes up one
quarter of global emissions,
according Climate Action
Tracker. The key step in this
sector is to sustain the growth
rate of renewables until 2025
and to reach 100 percent by
2050. The next top steps are
to build no new coal power

The steps are as aggressive as the
planetary challenge we face. As
Lakota leader Nick Tilsen puts
it, “Our vision has to be at least
as big as the challenges we’re
faced with.”37

What is Earth Asking of Dominican Women?
If the ocean continues
to accumulate heat and
increase melting of marineterminating ice shelves of
Antarctica and Greenland,
a point will be reached at
which it is impossible to
avoid large-scale ice sheet
disintegration with sea level
rise of at least several meters.
The economic and social cost
of losing functionality of all
coastal cities is practically
incalculable.

In a March 2016 Atmospheric
Chemistry and Physics article,
articulating the dangers of
2°C global warming, Dr. James
Hansen and 18 scientists write:
Humanity is rapidly
extracting and burning
fossil fuels without full
understanding of the
consequences. [T]here is
an urgency to slow carbon
dioxide (CO2 ) emissions,
because the longevity of
the carbon in the climate
system and persistence of
the induced warming may
lock in unavoidable, highly
undesirable consequences. ...

We suggest that a strategy
relying on adaptation to
such consequences will be
unacceptable to most of
10

humanity, so it is important
to understand this threat as
soon as possible.38
As we come to understand
the existential threat posed by
our fossil fuel-based economy
and the critical difference our
actions over the next four years
will make for generations to
come, the call to “ecological
conversion” issued by Pope
Francis in Laudato Si comes
sharply into focus.39
home in dire jeopardy and
intensifies the suffering of
people on the margins, future
generations, and all creation,
we will sacrifice to mitigate
significantly our impact on
climate change and ecological
degradation.

Our Adrian Dominican
Vision has called us to “live
right relationships with Earth
community” and to exercise
“the communal authority and
responsibility of our Dominican
heritage” – a heritage born out
of understanding the goodness
and gift of God’s creation, of
which we are a part.

We alone cannot solve global
warming. But by our actions
and preaching, in response to
our call to ecological conversion
and in collaboration with
others, we have an opportunity
to help move the world toward a
sustainable future.

Our 2016 General Chapter
Enactment on sustainability
recognizes that imperative, with
a proposed strategy to reduce
our fossil fuel use by 30 percent
by 2022:40

What a privilege it is to live
and lead in such consequential
times, when what we say and
do makes such a difference.

Recognizing the violence
against Earth community
that places our common
11
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10 Steps
To Reduce Your

Carbon Footprint
Reduce water use.
Avoid bottled water.
Use cold water to
wash clothes.

Reduce. Reuse.
Recycle.

Buy local.
Bring your own bags.

Adjust your
thermostat by
2 degrees
(warmer in summer;
cooler in winter).

Compost your
food waste.
Join the “Meatless
Monday” movement
– eat less meat.

Carpool or use public
transit; consolidate
chores to a single trip;
fly less.

Unplug your device
chargers when not
in use.

Opt for a renewable
energy plan through
your electric utility. (If
not available, check
www.arcadia.com.)

Convert all lighting
from high-energy
incandescent to
low-energy LED.

For additional steps with detailed suggestions, see the Intercommunity Peace & Justice
Center’s “Primer on Sustainability,” which also includes a brief history of efforts
to pursue sustainability, a glossary of terms related to sustainability, and the UN’s
Sustainable Development Goals.
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